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ABSTRACT 

The concept of cluster grade of service is 
introduced and a design algorithm for cluster 
engineering is presented. Protection trunk 
groups are discussed and an algorithm for their 
optimal dimensioning is given. The two design 
criteria cluster grade of service and final 
choice grade of service are used in optimizing a 
three level 234 node hierarchical network. 
Resulting network cost and end-to-end grade of 
service are compared, and possible improvement 
using end-to-end blocking constraints in the 
optimization .are investigated. 

1. I NTRODUCTI ON 

Automatic operation was early introduced in 
the Swedish long distance network. The electro
mechanical switching machines were provided with 
common control, and offered extensive facilities 
for overfl CItI to other trunk groups, in case of 
blocking situations. A design principle was 
called for adopting the idea of alternate 
routing and taking the non poisson properties of 
overflCltl traffic into account. 

A traditional hierarchical network already 
existed with a starshaped network of backbone 
trunk groups and the odd direct trunk group 
where these were justified. It was immediately 
observed that alternate routing allowed direct 
trunk groups to be implemented even for small 
traffic parcels depending on the interaction 
between less utilized cheaper direct circuits 
and better utilized but more expensive backbone 
paths. The trade off between high usage and 
overflow paths was recognized as an important 
target for network design, and cost effective
ness has henceforth been intimately related to 
alternate routing network design methods, 
implying the sense of optimization techniques in 
the application of cost minimization under Grade 
of Service constraints. 
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2. THE 'SWEDISH METHOD' 

A network design method of this kind 
generally consists of two parts, one designated 
to estimate a good balance between direct and 
overflow circuits, the other to dimension the 
overflCltl path so that a prescribed GOS standard 
is obtained. The method developed in Sweden 
during the -50's by T~nge [1J takes a start in a 
fully provided single trunk group. Direct high 
usage trunk groups are then justified by 
comparing the cost per erlang for carrying 
traffic on the last circuit of a direct trunk 
group and the first circuit in the overflow 
path. The latter is subsequently reduced by a 
number of circuits carrying the same amount of 
traffic as the directs overflowing on them. This 
step may be repeated any number of times, 
'weighting' high usage trunk groups out of 
'detours' as the Swedish expressions would 
appear in English, allowing calculations of 
hierarchical networks with any number of tiers. 

The dimensioning stage in this algorithm is 
based on calculational methods for gradings 
presented by Berkeley [2J requiring only one 
parameter viz. the mean of traffic offered in 
this case all traffic parcels offered to the 
grading. The correspondence in alternate routing 
networks is the cluster consisting of a final 
and all trunk groups overflowing on it. Thus the 
concept of cluster grade of service was adopted 
as a criterion for alternate routing network 
design in Sweden. Tests in the electromechanical 
artificial traffic machine revealed, that 
although the GOS was fairly evenly distributed 
over traffic parcels first offered to high usage 
trunk groups, the traffic first routed to the 
final sometimes faced an unacceptable poor GOS. 
To overcome this a service protection group was 
introduced for this traffic. To simply increase 
the final slightly to give first routed traffic 
acceptable GOS may prove cheaper but the protec
tion group is considered to have some advantages 
in overload situations. 

This 'Swedish Method' has some obvious 
advantages in situations when all engineering is 
carried out manually by using tables and 
diagrams. It was accepted and recommended by 
CCITT for the study periods 1956-1968 [3J and 
was used in its original form even as 
computerised in Sweden until some years ago. 
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3. THE EQUIVALENT RANDOM THEORY 

During the 50's Wilkinson developed his 
well known Equivalent Random Theory [4J and this 
result was presented internationally at the same 
time as the 'Swedish Method'. Applying ERT one 
would use the mean and variance of the traffic 
offered to the final as basis for its sizing. 
Thus it may seem natural to relate the GaS 
standard to the traffic on the final. 

A dimensioning method for trunk groups 
offered overflow traffic, using the ERT, 
relating the GaS standard to the final, and 
fixing it at 1 % to ascertain reasonable service 
for first routed traffic to the final, was 
adopted by CCITT in parallel with the 'Swedish 
Method' and is now the only still in recommenda
tion [5J. As it is a two parameter method it is 
naturally superior in accuracy but also incurs 
more calculation work, even if the solution of a 
system of equations is avoided by use of 
tabulated results. 

Comparisons with the 'Swedish Method' 
revealed that ERT in combination with 1 % GaS on 
finals required more circuits on the finals, but 
combined with 1 % GaS on the cluster gave 
smaller finals than the 'Swedish Method', 
typically 2 to 5 circuits depending on the size 
and structure of the cluster, even if the need 
for protection trunk groups was accounted for. 

4. NON STATIONARY TRAFFIC 

The fact that the ERT approach allowed for 
a meaner dimensioning of finals caused of course 
an increasing interest in applying ERT in 
practical engineering. Such investigations were 
however discouraged when Neal pr~sented updated 
engineering tables taking day-to-day variations 
into account [6J. It was found that after 
extending the finals to allow for unexpected 
high peakedness in the traffic offered 
attributed to non stationary properties they 
were i n general of the same size as those 
obtained by the 'Swedish Method'. Hence the 
interest in ERT as a 'cheaper' method faded. 

The apparent property of the 'Swedish 
Method ' to take day-to-day variations into 
account was however quite coincidental and 
varied a lot for individual trunk groups. Some 
asset was to be found in the fact that the basis 
for engineering was first offered traffic to · the 
cluster rather than overflow traffic offered to 
the final. This was however not a sufficient 
answer to the problem as it was seen that even 
if the sizing of finals was on average correct, 
some were overdimensioned and other were 
underdimensioned. A more accurate dimensioning 
method was asked for as well as a method to 
establish GaS standards for non stationary 
traffic. The latter problem was t reated by 
Gunnarsson et. el. at ITC 10 [7J and is not 
dealt with here. The result is in general a GaS 
standard depending on the traffic offered, so 
the more traffic the lower congestion. 

5. NEW ANALYTHICAL AND NUMERICAL METHODS 

The adoption of more complex routing 
patterns, some of them not strictly 
hierarchical, especially in connection with 
digitalisation of switching centres, disabled 
the method introduced by T~nge. It was 
recognised that, to facilitate analytical 
treatment of the situation that appeared in the 
network, at least two parameters had to be 
handled, and not only for the overflow but also 
for carried traffic. The investigations leading 
up to full analytical treatment of overflow 
arrangements were presented by Lindberger at 
ITC 10 [RJ. 

The Hayward (9] approach to cater for 
peakedness was orlglnally proposed for numerical 
treatment. It was however found wanting in 
accuracy in extreme situations which frequently 
enough appear in real life networks. The 
'Hayward Method' is retained for manual calcula
tions as a reasonable compromise between 
calculational effort and accuracy. For computer 
calculations however another trade off between 
calculational effort and accuracy was looked 
for. 

The ERT was accurate enough to avoid the 
identified problems but the calculational work 
involved in the optimisation of large networks 
needed approximations with controlled accuracy. 
The solution to this problem is presented in 
Annex A. 

6. CLUSTER ENGINEERING 

A new design method for alternate routing 
networks with a more general applicability was 
investigated to replace the 'T~nge Method'. The 
solution is in prinCiple a cost minimisation of 
subnetworks under GaS constraints. By repeated 
treatment of the same subnetwork in an iterative 
procedure an improved total network cost is 
obtained. The GaS standard is still related to 
the total traffic offered to the cluster, thus 
the method is called cluster engineering. 
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The following basic steps may be seen in 
the calculation algorithm. 

Fig. 1 

1. Subdivide the network in triangular sub
networks like fig. 1. Using the routing informa
tion establish a calculation sequence so that a 
trunk group is not calculated until all trunk 
groups overflowing on it and all trunk groups 
carrying traffic offered to it are calculated. 

This is a necessary condition that 
restricts the set of networks to be treated but 
still allows a fair variety of not strictly 
hierarchical routings interesting in practical 
networks. 
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2. Obtain the number of circuits "1 in trunk 
group AB: 

2.1 ml and v1 are mean and variance for traffic 
offered to AB. Calculate using 'ERT' the 
fictitious trunk groupls A;x and obtain the 
optimum number of circuits n1 in trunk group AB 
so that: 

A • 
dE(x + n1,A) 
-----= h 

d(x + n1) 

using the well known Rapp approximation for the 
optimal occupancy: 

h e[l - .3(1 - e2)] 

where 

e 
C2 + C3 

Cj being the cost per circuit in trunk groups 
AB, AT and TB respectively. 

2.2 Subdivide both mean and variance of the 
carried and overflow traffic AB into traffic 
groups, using the method presented by Lindberger 
[8]. Each group shall have an unique routing. 

2.3 Add each traffic group to the trunk group 
corresponding to the routing information. 

3. Repeat step 2 following the sequence 
established in 1 until all trunk groups with an 
overflow possibility are calculated. 

4. Dimension the final trunk groups to meet the 
cluster grade GOS standard. 

4.1 m and v are mean and variance of traffic 
offered to the final. Calculate using 'ERT' Af 
and x of the fictitious group yielding m and v 
and obtain the number of circuits n in the final 
so that 

Af • E(x + n,Af) = A • GOS 
where 

A is the total traffic offered to the cluster. 
GOS is the grade of service standard 

4.2 Add mean and variance of traffic carried to 
the correct trunk groups due to the routing 
information. 

5. Repeat 4 until all finals are dimensioned. 

6. Interrupt if solution is obtained. Criteria 
for interruption may be that no changes in 
number of circuits occur or that network cost 
does not improve satisfactorily. 

7. Obtain optimum number of circuits n1 in trunk 
group AB. 

7.1 m and v are mean and variance for traffic 
offered to trunk group AB. Calculate using 'ERT' 
Al and Xl for fictitious trunk group yielding m 
and v. 
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7.2 Calculate 

mi = Al • E(x + ni,A1) 

and corresponding vi 
ni beeing old solut10n to n1. 

7.3 Calculate mi' = Al • E(x1 + ni + 1,A1) 

and corresponding vii 

7.4 m2 and v2 are mean and variance of traffic 
offered to trunk group AT in previous solution. 
Calculate m2 = m2 - mi + mi' 

v2 = v2 - vi + vii 

7.S Calculate using 'ERT' A? and x? for 
fictitious group yielding m2 and v2 and obtain 
number of -circuits n2 in trunk group AT so that: 

A2 • E (x2 + n2 ,A2) = M2 

where 
M2 is overflow from trunk group AT in 
previous iteration. 

7.6 Repeat 7.4 and 7.S to obtain n3 for trunk 
group TB. 

7.7 Calculate 

Cl 
h = 

C2(n2 - n2) C3(n3 - n3) 
+ 

m2 - m2 m3 - ml 
3 

7.8 Calculate new n1 so that 

dE ( xl + n 1 ,A 1 ) 
A • ------= h 

d(x1 + n1) 

7.9 Update mean and variance of traffic offered 
to correct trunk groups due to the routing 
information using new mean and variance of 
traffic carried and overflow traffic for trunk 
group AB. 

8. Repeat 7 following the sequence in 1 until 
all trunk groups with an overflow possibility 
are calculated. 

9. Go to 4. 

7. PROTECTION TRUNK GROUPS 

When calculations are interrupted, normally 
one iteration after the initiation with the Rapp 
approximation, a network with economically 
justified trunk group sizes is obtained. In this 
network some trunk groups carry both overflow 
traffic and traffic parcels first routed to 
them. In the latter case a substantially higher 
blocking probability were to be expected if no 
counteractive measures were taken. 

The solution adopted in the Swedish network 
is protection trunk groups to which first routed 
traffic is offered before its overflow is merged 
with the rest of overflows and offered to the 
next trunk group in sequence. This method 1s 
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implemented due to its relatively simple 
technical application in electromechanical 
switching machines and that it is 'not inferior 
to other methods of protection in failure free 
situations. As the circuits in the protection 
trunk group are similar to those in the overflow 
trunk group a special algorithm to optimize the 
size is required. 

The reason for the protection trunk group 
is to limit the congestion for first routed 
traffic and the problem may be formulated: . 

Find the size of the protection trunk group 
that together with the overflow trunk group 
yields the lowest cost and gives first routed 
traffic a congestion of not more than k times 
the average congestion in the cluster. 

A solution to this problem is included in 
[8J but its essence will be recapitulated here 
in connection with fig. 2 which depicts a small 
cluster. 

Al o-n--o 

Ai o--ni--o 

Ao o--t--o 

Fig. 2 

m:v II-N--l 
The overflow traffic has mean m and 

variance v. A is the sum of first routed traffic 
entering the cluster on all levels and Ao is the 
first routed traffic entering on this level. 
Note that the size of the overflow group may not 
be known yet. The sizing of the protection trunk 
group t so that: 

v • k • Ao 

A - k • Ao 

will give first routed traffic at this level a 
congestion of maximum k times the average 
congestion in the cluster. 

Th~ protection trunk group may fall short 
of a lower limit for implementation. In this 
case the grade of service for first routed 
traffic is protected by sizing the overflow 
trunk group so that the time congestion in the 
latter is less thank k times the average call 
congestion in the cluster. For the time 
congestion the approximation given by Fredericks 
[lOJ is used and the problem is defined as: 

Fi nd n so that: 

2AF • E(x+n,AF) 
BT " \" k • B 

AF -x-n + /(AF -x-n)2 + 4AF • n 

where AF and x are the Wilkinson parameters for 
the fictitious group. 

By impl ementi ng protecti on trunk groups on 
all levels in the network the variation of 
individual blockings within a cluster may be 
controlled and kept in a narrow band. In 
practice however protection trunk groups are 
mostly used only for finals so a practical value 
for k seems to be 2 allowing for a .twice higher 
blocking than average in the worst cases. 

8. FINAL CHOICE BLOCKING 

The GOS standard recommended by CCITT [5J 
is based on the blocking probability in the 
final and differs from the cluster GOS in step 4 
of the algorithm where 

Af • E(x + n,A f ) = m • GOS 

would replace the engineering equation. 

9 END-TO-END BLOCKING 

With end-to-end blocking constraints the 
objective of step 4 in the algorithm may be 
rephrased as: 

Minimize the sum of cost of the finals 
subject to the constraint 

Br " Bmax 

for all relations r. 

A solution to this problem was presented at 
ITC 10 by COST-201 [11J. 

10. TEST NETWORK 

The three design methods are applied to 
optimize a real size network. It is realistic in 
the sense that it is a full scale representation 
of a fully digitalised Swedish national network. 
The test network is a three tier network with 
234 switching nodes. There are four transit 
nodes on the highest level and 16 transit nodes 
on the intermediate level. There are 470 
hierarchical finals (two nodes are dedicated to 
incoming traffic respectively) all uni
directional and the network is offered 45800 
erlang. Subscribers are connected to exchanges 
on all 1 evel s so traffic may ori gi nate and 
terminate also on transit nodes. 

All possible direct high usage trunk groups 
are allowed provided they are economically 
justified and exceeds a lower limit of 10 
circuits. The same lower limit is used for 
protection trunk groups if applicable. The 
routing principle is hierarchical far to near 
and each traffic parcel is gi ven two 
alternatives and is thereafter offered to a 
final. High usage to own top level transit is 
used only for traffic within its transit area. 
These rules have been the same for all cases. 

With cluster GOS and final trunk group 
blocking respectively an optimum balance between 
high usage and final trunk groups has been 
established yielding for each method the lowest 
network cost. Thus the high usage part of the 
network is not identical in both cases. In 
cluster GOS the protection trunk groups have 
been introduced to limit blocking probability 
for first routed traffic to twice average 
cluster blocking on all levels. 
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For the two high usage networks obtained 
with cluster GOS and final trunk group blocking 
an optimization of the final trunk groups is 
made with end-to-end blocking constraint giving 
the same average EEB. 
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11. RESULTS 

TABLE I 
FINAL CHOICE BLOCKING 

TRUNK-GROUPS CIRC. COST 
FC 470 118322 865.8 

TRAFFIC CARR. 44690 
LOST 1100 
TOTAL 45789 

AVERAGE EEB 2.40% 
AV.CLUSTER GOS 1.00% 

Table I reports a network with only backbone 
routes, dimensioned for 1 % GOS. As there is no 
overflow traffic in this network the cluster is 
the final and the engineering algorithm is quite 
trivial. Oiagram I shows typical peaks for 1 %, 
2 % and 4 % congestion depending on the number 
of trunk groups in a path. 

AV. NO OF TRAFFIC 
EEB REL 

% 
.97 95 2299 **** 

1.14 302 6422 *********** 
1.95 458 2540 **** 
2.13 3778 15063 ************************* 
2.86 7115 8621 ************** 
3.16 6040 4144 ******* 
3.71 13431 5268 ********* 
4.23 5560 1234 ** 
4.58 970 197 

DIAGRAM I 

Tables 11 and III report networks dimensioned to 
meet cluster grade of service and final choice 
grade of service standards respectively. 

TABLE II 
CLUSTER GRADE OF SERVICE 
TRUNK-GROUPS CIRC. COST 
HU P 83 2298 22.5 
HU 1515 34238 327.9 
FC P 120 6422 50.0 
FC 470 40218 229.7 
SUM 2188 83176 630.1 

TRAFFIC CARR. 44808 
LOST 981 
TOT 45789 

AVERAGE EEB 2.14% 
AV. CLUSTER GOS .89% 

TABLE I II 
FINAL CHOICE BLOCKING 
TRUNK-GROUPS CIRC. COST 
HU 1533 36951 355.2 
FC 470 48702 295.6 
SUM 2003 85653 650.8 

TRAFFIC CARR. 45384 
LOST 405 
TOT 45788 

AVERAGE EEB .88% 
AV. CLUSTER GOS .37% 

As can be seen from TABLE 11 above 83 out 
of the 1515 high usage trunk groups and 120 out 
of the 470 final choice trunk groups are 
provided with protection for first routed 
traffic. TABLE III shows 18 more high usage 
trunk groups but a total of 185 less. The sum of 
circuits is however 2477 higher in the latter 
case and the total network cost is 3.3 % higher 
for a network optimised for final choice grade 
of service than for cluster grade of service 
re1at4ve to the costs that are affected by the 
engineering method. The cheaper network has a 
2.14 % average end-to-end blocking and carries 
575 er1ang less during the network busy hour. In 
the CCITT recommendation an only route is 
dimensioned to give 1 % congestion, but if one 
or more high usage trunk groups are introduced 
the resulting GOS will decrease as can be seen 
as the difference in cluster GOS. 

AV 
EEB 

% 
0.30 
0.71 
1.25 
1. 76 
2.25 
2.74 
3.24 
3.72 
4.22 
4.73 
5.42 
6.39 
7.44 
8.49 
9.48 

AV 
EEB 

% 
0.24 
0.76 
1.22 
1.71 
2.17 
2.61 
3.18 

NO OF TRAFFIC 
REL 

135 1539 ****** 
579 8163 ************************* 
944 6437 ******************** 

2418 6953 ********************* 
4539 6265 ******************* 
6192 6383 ******************** 
5919 3910 ************ 
5748 2882 ********* 
3768 1437 **** 
2464 754 ** 
2919 635 ** 
1131 247 * 
454 83 
205 42 
86 19 

Cluster grade of service 
DIAGRAM II 

NO OF TRAFFIC 
REL 

898 10966 *************** 
7507 18652 ************************* 

l3179 9006 ************ 
11466 6545 ********* 
4054 565 * 

580 50 
60 3 

Final choice grade of service 
DIAGRAM II I 

The final choice grade of service standard 
will give a more generously dimensioned network 
if 1 % standard is applied. If a 2.5 % standard 
is used for this case a result as given in 
table IV and diagram IV is obtained, which is 
quite similar to the cluster GOS result as far 
as network cost and average EEB is concerned. 
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AV 
EEB 

% 
.37 
.73 

1.22 
1. 78 
2.28 
2.72 
3.25 
3.76 
4.24 
4.67 
5.23 
5.69 

TABLE IV 
FINAL CHOICE GRADE OF SERVICE 
TRUNK-GROUPS CIRC. COST 
HU 1519 36465 350.3 
FC 470 46129 279.9 
SUM 1989 82594 630.2 

TRAFFIC CARR. 
LOST 
TOT 

44766 
1023 

45789 

AVERAGE EEB 2.23% 
AV.CLUSTER GOS .94% 

NO OF TRAFFIC 
REL. 

274 3378 ******** 
556 6971 ***************** 
683 4726 ************ 

1740 3897 ********** 
4930 10154 ************************* 
5043 4558 *********** 
5399 3264 ******** 
5631 3327 ******** 
5585 3410 ******** 
3986 1657 **** 
2331 300 * 
1179 118 

Final choice grade of service = 2.5 % 
DIAGRAM IV 

In no of the studied cases has optimization 
under EEB constraints, been able to improve the 
results that is to create a cheaper network with 
at least the same traffic carrying capacity. 

12. CONCLUSIONS 

Two design criteria has been investigated 
and compared regarding network economy and grade 
of service. Cluster grade of service with 1 % 
blocking for the traffic offered to the cluster 
gives a mean EEB closer to the original result 
with only backbone routes. Final choice grade of 
service with 2.5 % blocking in the final gives 
an almost identical result. This seems to be a 
better grade of service standard to be 
recommended in connection with final choice 
grade of service. Cluster engineering may have 
an advantage in its control of grade of service 
for first routed traffic. This . advantage is 
however impossible to evaluate generally, as it 
is closely related to traffic charging 
principles. 

Network optimization under EEB constraints 
has turned out to be extremely CPU-time' 
consuming without giving any better results than 
traditional design methods. 

Annex A. SOME BASIC FORMULAS USED 

The optimization approach used is to sub
divide the problem into the optimization of a 
large number of simple triangles. Each of those 
can be optimized by using standard functions for 
the blocking of overflow traffic. In a real size 
network there will be a large number of 
triangles and in order to get a short total run 
time, each must be performed quickly. Therefore 
some new basic formulas have been developed to 
speed up the calculations. 

One often used function is the Erlang 
formula. This is efficiently calculated by use 
of different methods in different ranges. For a 
large combination of parameters the fastest 
computation method has been found to be the 
continued fraction expansion. This will for 
trunk groups from a size of 50 and upwards give 
an essential reduction of computation time 
compared to the ordinary recurrence formula. 

One crucial problem is the handling of 
overflow traffic. The adopted model is 
Wilkinson's ERT. If the equivalent traffic is 
determined by some standard inversion algorithm 
such as Newton-Raphson, it will require several 
time-spending calls of the Erlang formula. The 
approximative value given by Rapp [13] was not 
considered as precise enough, since it 
degenerates when the variance is much larger 
than the mean value, as will occur for the over
flow from large trunk groups. Also an modifica
tion suggested by Farmer and Kaufman [12] was 
found to be insufficient. This problem was 
solved by developing that modification to a new 
and much more precise formula, which was 
determined after extensive numerical tests. 

A = z{m +(2 + BY}{z - 1)) 

where z - 1 
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Y (2.36z - 2.17)10g{ + 1) 
m{z + 1.5) 

and 
z 

B =------
1.5m + 2z - 1.3 

The formula has been thoroughly tested fgr 
0.36 < A ( 1600 and for blockings down to 10- • 
Quite often the error of Rapp's approximation 

is 30 times larger than that of the new formula. 
Also this has its best precision at high 
blockings. For low blockings it still gives 
values about the correct magnitude. 

Another subproblem frequently encountered 
is the trunk inverse of Erlangs formula. This is 
for example used for the dimensioning of the 
final trunk groups. Although the real network 
allows integer sizes only, it is important to be 
able to get accurate real values for the evalua
tion of the optimization techniques. The problem 
can be solved by standard inversion algorithms, 
but the adopted interpolation method gives 
accurate solutions in a much shorter time. 
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The interpolation formula is of the type 
exp(P) where P is a second-degree polynomial. It 
is used over any interval of unit length, and is 
determined such that the derivative satisfies 
the differentiated recurrence formula. When the 
wanted blocking is b the Erlang recurrence is 
used to find a size x with 

Ex ( A) ) b ) F. x+ 1 (A) 

then set 

B = Ex(A) 

G = 10g(Ex+1(A)/B) 

H = (ABG + 1)/(2x + 2 + AB) 

An accurate interpolation for 0 ( Y ( 1 is 
now given by 

Ex+y(A) ~ B e(H + G)x - Hx
2 

For the wanted application it is simply 
inverted 

y = ~(H + G + ~+ G)2 - 4Hl~~ ~') 
2H B 

The interpolation formula has been tested 
for a large range of variables. It was every
where found to have an absolute error less than 
0.001 circuits. Also the error in offered 
traffic is less than this value. Since the 
formula is so robust it is applied in all 
ranges. Another formula, an generalisation of 
Rapp's interpolation, has been proposed by 
Sanders [14]. This gives a higher precision at 
high blockings but a lower when the blocking is 
small. For a medium size traffic the formulas 
are comparable at a blocking of about 5 %. 

During the optimization iterations only 
directed trunk groups are used. The procedure 
allows however the introduction of both-way 
trunk groups after the main optimization loop. 
This can be done at all levels of the network. 
The method used is to substitute the two 
directed trunk groups between a pair of nodes 
with an optimal combination giving the same 
overflowing traffic. The problem to find the 
optimal combination here should be more simple 
than the general triangle optimisation. However 
it was found that the obtained solution was 
rather sensitive to the model used. Simple 
optimization criteria as comparing the cost per 
erlang on the last directed circuit with the 
first both-way was not found to be satisfactory. 
When considering the precision obtained by 
Rapp's approximation for the optimal occupancy 
in the triangular case, we felt that a similar 
formula could be obtained here. After extensive 
numerical tests the following formula was 
determined for the optimal occupancy of the last 
di rected trunk. 

h = (2C - 1}(1 - 0.7616(1 _ C}·2285}A-· 3071 

C is the cost proportion of directed to both-way 
circuits ~ ( C ( 1 and A is the offered 
(equivalent) traffic. The size of the directed 
trunk group is given by the integer giving the 
occupancy closest to the value of the formula. 
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